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Goals for Policy Training

1. Understand Effort and Effort Reporting: definition, 
proposing, and reporting.

2. Understand Institutional Base Salary:  definition, 
inclusions, and exclusions.

3. Understand Cost Sharing:  types, tracking, and reporting 
requirements.
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Goals for Effort Reporting System (“ERS”) Training

1. Understand the information and process flow of the Effort 
Reporting System (“ERS”) for Business Managers and Certifiers

2. Understand how to enter data into the Business Manager form.

3. Understand the certifier process and certifier form
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UIC Policies
 The “UIC Policies on Institutional Base Salary and Effort 

Reporting” are posted on the OVCR website below.

 https://research.uic.edu/sponsoredprograms/managing-an-
award/effort-reporting/policies/

 The policies can also be accessed from the OVCR Effort 
Reporting web page: 

 https://research.uic.edu/sponsoredprograms/managing-an-
award/effort-reporting/
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Effort & Effort Reporting
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Definition of Effort & Effort Reporting

 An effort commitment is a promise to a 
sponsoring agency that someone will work a 
specific portion of their time on a sponsored 
program

 Effort reporting is the process of proving that 
the person fulfilled their promise to work.  
(E.g., If s/he promised 5%, we need to prove 
that s/he worked 5%)
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Effort is…

 ….a portion of a person’s total time that is spent on a 
specific activity, expressed as a percentage of total work

 ….is the time an individual spends on all activities that 
fulfill their commitment to the University 

 ….must always total 100% (even if the person works less 
than full time)

 …should be reasonable in relation to the work actually 
performed  (based on a 40 – 80 hr full time work week)
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Effort Certification
 Effort Certification is the process by which UIC provides 

assurance to sponsors that faculty and staff have met their 
commitments to extramurally funded projects.  

 This includes effort directly charged to the sponsored 
activity (grant) and effort cost shared to the project.

 As a recipient of Federal funding, UIC is required to have a 
compliant effort reporting system per OMB Circular A21 
and the Uniform Guidance (UG), Section 200.430 
Compensation - Personal Services.
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Effort Exceptions
 Some sponsored projects do not require effort:

 Equipment grants

 Instrumentation grants

 Conference grants

 Doctoral dissertation grants

 Student augmentation grants

 Individual fellowships
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Effort Certifications
Who has to have an effort report?

Any salaried employee who is paid from or commits effort 
to a sponsored project

Who actually certifies an individual’s effort?

Principal Investigators (PIs) certify effort for themselves and 
for staff paid 100% from the PI’s funds.  Individuals paid 
from more than one PI’s funds certify their own effort (“self 
certifiers”) 
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Institutional Base Salary
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Definition of IBS

 IBS is the annual compensation paid by the 
university for an employee’s appointment, 
whether that individual’s time is spent on 
research, teaching, patient care, or other 
activities.  
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More Specifically …
IBS must meet all of these criteria: 

 Be paid through the university (payroll system). 

 Be guaranteed by the university.

 Be shown on the NOA.

 The effort related to IBS must be certified on a person’s 
effort report.
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Components of IBS

Includes Excludes

 The base pay for an employee’s 
regular position (9 or 12 month)

 0% Administrative stipends
(Department Head, Director of 
Graduate Studies, Center or Core 
Director, etc…)

 Clinical appointment and/or 
physician surgeon salary

 Summer salary

 Lump sum incentive pay

(Service plans MSP, DSP, NSP) 
UIC paid

 Over comp/overload payments 
UIC paid

 VA hospital/clinic pay non-UIC 
paid

 Pay from other non-
institutional activities

(Consulting, professional 
society, etc.) non-UIC paid
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Prospective vs. Retrospective 
 Prospective IBS

 Used for budgeting proposals

 Is a “best guess” of what salary will be paid over grant project 
period. 

 Retrospective IBS

 Is the salary that was actually paid to an individual and 
listed on the NOA as of August 15 (end of AY)

 Used as a basis to report effort
 If the NOA lists a total salary of $165,000 for the contract year, then 

$16,500 should have been charged to a grant for 10% effort
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Question
 Dr. Martha Lowe is an Associate Professor in 

Engineering.  She is submitting a grant to NSF and 
requesting 2 months of summer salary.  What salary 
should be listed in the grant proposal budget?

 Faculty appointment (9 months) = $90,000

 Lump sum payment = $4,000

 Engineering Society (non UIC) = $5,000
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Options
• Faculty appointment (9 months) = $90,000

• Lump sum payment = $4,000

• Engineering Society (non UIC) = $5,000

A. ($90,000 + $4,000 +$5,000)/9 x 2 = $22,000

B. ($90,000 + $4,000)/9 x 2 = $20,888

C. ($90,000)/9 x 2 = $20,000
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Answer

A. ($90,000 + $4,000 +$5,000)/9 x 2 = $22,000

B. ($90,000 + $4,000)/9 x 2 = $20,888

C. ($90,000)/9 x 2 = $20,000

 Lump sum and non-UIC payments are not included in IBS
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Cost Sharing
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Definition of Cost Sharing

 Cost sharing is the University’s financial contribution 
toward a sponsored project.
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UIC $ (25%)

Sponsoring Agency $ (75%)



More Specifically …
 It includes all expenses related to a project that are 

paid by the institution rather than by the sponsoring 
agency related to a particular project.

 It is an administrative burden because all proposed 
commitments must be formally tracked.

 For the purposes of effort reporting, cost sharing is in 
the form of salary and fringe benefits contributed to 
a sponsored program.
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Cost Sharing may also be called…

Donated

In-Kind 

Contributed

Matching

Voluntary
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Mandatory Committed Cost Sharing
 Cost sharing is required by the sponsor and included in 

the proposal budget or budget justification.

 Example: If a sponsoring agency is willing to fund 90% of a 
project, UIC is required to cover the remaining 10% of the 
total costs for that project.   

 The cost sharing commitment is in writing.
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Voluntary Committed Cost Sharing
 Cost sharing is not required by the sponsor, but included 

in the proposal budget or budget justification anyway.

 The sponsor does not require cost sharing, but UIC includes 
a 10% match in the proposal budget anyway.

 The cost sharing commitment is in writing.
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Voluntary Uncommitted Cost Sharing
 Cost sharing is not required by the sponsor and is not in 

writing in the proposal or the award documentation.

 Example: A grant does not require cost sharing and no additional effort 
commitments were mentioned in the proposal.  A PI is listed at 10% 
effort, but actually works 15%.  The 5% is voluntary uncommitted cost 
sharing since it was never communicated that the work will actually be 
15% .

 Voluntary uncommitted cost sharing is not tracked, accounted 
for, or otherwise documented.
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There are three basic types of cost sharing

Mandatory Required by sponsor terms 
& conditions

Documented/tracked

Voluntary – Committed Proposed by the University Documented/tracked

Voluntary - Uncommitted Not proposed Not required to document 
or track
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Salary Cap “Cost Sharing”
 Salary cap cost sharing occurs when an individual’s 

salary exceeds a sponsor-imposed limitation.

 For example, a PI earns $250,000 but the NIH caps salaries at 
$197,300.  Even though 10% of the PI’s salary is $25,000, only 
$19,730 may be charged to the grant for 10% effort.  The 
difference between $19,730 and $25,000 ($5,270) is salary cap 
“cost sharing”.

 Salary cap “cost sharing” is an unallowable cost & 
cannot be offered as mandatory committed cost 
sharing.
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Test Your Knowledge Question
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Answer: The current NIH salary cap is $197,300 for 
most awards as of 1/5/20. The prior NIH salary cap 
in effect during AY20 was $192,300 (prior to 
1/5/20).  However, NIH Career Development 
Awards (K Awards) are capped at $75,000 or 
$90,000 (even though they have high effort 
requirements up to 75%).  There is also a cap for 
graduate assistant compensation.



After-the-Fact Cost Sharing
 Cost sharing commitments created by replacing funded effort 

with cost shared effort. This is considered “After-the-Fact” 
because the cost sharing was not included in the original 
proposal.

 Moving personnel expenses to other non-sponsored fund 
sources (State, ICR, MSP) and using the grant funds to cover 
other research related expenses (e.g. Grad Research Assistant)

 Effort paid by non-sponsored project funds (State, ICR, MSP) 
during no-cost extensions when no funding is available for the 
PI’s effort to complete the project.

 Overdraft elimination by moving salary off sponsored project 
funds to non-sponsored project funds (State , ICR, MSP) funds.
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Overview of Policy Updates
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Policy Updates Overview
 Mostly minor changes to reference UG (in addition to A-

21) and update broken links referenced throughout the 
policy

 Highlight that HHS salary cap must be pro-rated to 
account for those  <1.0 FTE (e.g., including 9/12; retire 
rehires; etc.)

 Removed references to former NSF rule limiting salary 
recovery to 2 months (Policy #8) & reduction in effort 
requirements 
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Policy Updates Overview (cont’d)

 Policy #9: Summer Salary must be consistent with may 
not exceed the current academic year’s rate of pay 
detailed in the Notification of Appointment (NOA).

 Policy #11: Key personnel must “be consistently reflected 
on the application, progress report, or any other report 
submitted to the funding agency”

 Policy #12: NIH and NSF generally require notification of a 
25% reduction in effort (or more)

 Policy #13: Labor redistributions affecting prior certified 
effort reports may require recertification of that period.
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Policy Updates Overview (cont’d)
 Policy #15: VA MOU’s must be done annually (at minimum) 

or whenever the effort/appointments change

 Policy #17: Funding sources do not need to be identified on 
the PAF at the time of proposal

 Updated FAQs:

 https://research.uic.edu/wp-
content/uploads/sites/232/2019/10/Frequently-Asked-
Questions.pdf
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Review of process, ERS system and system upgrades
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ARS versus ERS

 Effort Reporting System (ERS):  Documents effort expended by 
academic staff in support of Sponsored Projects.  Data 
collected only for academic staff with effort (paid or unpaid) 
on Sponsored Projects.  Data used for Federal compliance. 

 Activity Reporting System (ARS):  Documents activities
(teaching, departmental research, organized research, 
administration) of all academic staff with a paid appointment.  
Data used for state reporting.  
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ERS Process Flow
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Payroll

ERS

Cost Sharing 
Database

BUSINESS MANAGER

Enters effort 
commitments into 
worksheets.
Forward to Faculty or 
Individuals.
  

FACULTY

Review and certify effort 
forms for self and staff 

paid 100% from faculty’s 
sponsored funds

SELF CERTIFIERS

Review and 
certification effort

Forms certified 

Forms certified OK

OK

Not Correct

Not Correct



Data included in ERS
The following HR employee classes are included:

 Faculty (Employee Classes that begin with “A”)

 Academic Professionals (Employee Classes that begin with “B”)

 Post Doctoral Interns (Employee Classes “PA” and “PB”)

 Graduate Assistants, Often Referred to as GAs, RAs or TAs 
(Employee Class “GA”)

 Summer Only Positions (Employee Class “MM”)

 Retirees (Employee Class “TR”)

 Virtual Instructors (Employee Class “VI”)

 Residents (Employee Class “RA”)
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Data excluded from ERS
The following HR employee classes excluded from ERS:

 Civil Service (Employee Classes that begin with “C”, “D”, or “E”)

 Hourly Students (Employee Class SA)

 Grad Hourly (Employee Class HG)

 Academic Hourly (Employee Class HA)

 Fellowships (Employee Class GB)

 Post Doc Fellows (Employee Class PC)

 Academic Unpaid (Employee Class UA)

 One Time Pay (Employee Class WT)

 Lump Sum Pay (Employee Class LP)
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Funding Types Excluded from ERS
(regardless of employee class)

 Training Grants (institutional or individual)

 Fellowships

 IBHE Awards

 Federal Work Study funds
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Person Months (PM)
 PM on fund = 

(total months worked) * (% effort on fund)

 Challenges

 Possible confusion with ARS “staff years”

 May not match exactly with PM in proposal depending on 
overlap between reporting period & budget period

 Will not be correct for individuals with < 1.0 FTE during 
appointment period

 Totals may be off slightly due to rounding to 2 decimals



Effort Reporting System (“ERS”)
 The Effort Reporting process is unchanged from AY19.

 Every year we try to make enhancements to the Effort 
Reporting System (“ERS”) to help increase the  ease and 
usability of the system by Business Managers and Certifiers 

 Job aids and additional information are available at the OSP 
Effort Reporting web site

 One-On-One Assistance sessions and a Help Desk will be 
available during the certification period to assist Business 
Managers and Certifiers 43



System Demo:  Business Manager
 Log in

 Sorting Table

 Requesting Changes

 Change in business manager

 Change in certifier

 View-only access to additional business manager/dept

 Using calculator

 Entering comments

 Saving

 Common errors

 Forwarding to Certifier

 Viewing certified form in Business Manager table
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System Demo:  Certifier
 Certifier form

 Sorting table

 Months worked

 “Mouse over” to translate percentage to person months

 Entering comment(s)

 Returning form to Business Manager for corrections

 Certifying form
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Screen Shots
 To use if ERS is not available during training
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…..



0.33 Person Months



6.16 Person Months



Comments Pull Down Menu on Each Fund



Comment: No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below

Comment: Labor redistribution pending or will be submitted

…..

Comments Entered by Preparer

For fund 493282 – PI is Mentor, no effort required

Comments 
printed in red on 
certifier’s screen

Comment: No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below



…..

Comments Entered by Preparer

493282 - No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below 
495237 - Labor redistribution pending or will be submitted 
493932 - No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below 

For fund 493282 – PI is Mentor, no effort required

If select “Other” 
under comments 
pull down screen, 
comments must
be entered in box 
at bottom of form 
or will receive an 
error message



Comments Pull Down Menu on Each Fund



Cost Sharing: Committed vs. After the Fact



Comment: No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below

Comment: Labor redistribution pending or will be submitted

…..

Comments Entered by Preparer

For fund 493282 – PI is Mentor, no effort required

Comments 
printed in red on 
certifier’s screen

Comment: No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below



…..

Comments Entered by Preparer

493282 - No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below 
495237 - Labor redistribution pending or will be submitted 
493932 - No effort required-fellowship/eqpt/conf/constr; if other please explain below 

For fund 493282 – PI is Mentor, no effort required

If select “Other” 
under comments 
pull down screen, 
comments must
be entered in box 
at bottom of form 
or will receive an 
error message



Business Manager List



Management Features









Read Only Access



Changes Committed Cost 
Sharing

Dollar amount will re-compute 
when you click save



Help and Hints
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Tips for Success - Preparation

Start Early!!!
Utilize available resources (training, job aids, 

one-on-one assistance sessions, helpdesk)

Collect/organize effort information before 
starting

Communicate with Faculty/Staff
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Training Updates

 Effort Reporting One-on-One Assistance Sessions  
(registration required-1 hour sessions)

 Helpdesk in operation during effort reporting period

 Job aids on the OVCR Effort Reporting Web Page:

 https://research.uic.edu/sponsoredprograms/managing-an-
award/effort-reporting/
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Tips for Success - Preparation

If you do not have a list of the sponsored 
projects, including effort information, 
consider developing a list to assist with 
effort reporting 
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PI

Appt 

Type

Grant 

Code

Effort 

Proposed 

Cal

Effort 

Proposed 

Acad

Effort 

Proposed 

Sumr Fund Agency

Fund Title 
(Short 
Title)

Budget 
Period

Project 
Period

Project 
Title PAF #

Grey, M 9/12 E3666 4.00 0.83 494030 NIH

5 U01 HL 
070662-02

7/1/09 -
06/30/10

7/1/02 -
06/30/11

Heart 
contractilit
y and 
Myosin E

2006-
01706

Soprano, 
T 9/12 H8435 1.80 0.83 509772 IDHS

400C5567
17

7/1/09-
6/30/10

7/1/09-
6/30/10

Asthma 
Case 
Managem
ent Pgt

2010-
00668

Geller, M 9/12 E3288 0.45 0.84 491052

PVT(NIH 

Flow 

Thru)

5 RO1 AA 

72566-02 

ARRA 

(NWU 

subK)

09/30/09-

08/31/10

09/30/09-

08/31/11

Helper 

cells and 

vaccine 

response

2009-

06395

Chen, W 12/12 E7777 12 495077 NSF

MCB1759
2

08/01/09-
07/31/10

08/01/07 -
07/31/10

Role of 
CD8 T 
Cells in 
Immunity 
to 
Tuberculo
sis

2005-
02315

Hobbs, M 9/12 G6370 0.75 556199 AHA

Amer 
Heart 
Assoc 
(NCE-1)

01/01/10-
12/31/10

01/01/09-
12/31/11

Immunoth
erapy and 
Heart 
Disease

2008-
05928

Effort Charged directly to 

grant

Effort cost shared

Contracts (i.e. funds coming in) are in bolded blue

NCI-1  First no-cost extension



Tips for Success - Preparation

 Sources to obtain effort information (cont’d)
 Progress reports (if not already available in InfoEd or NIH Commons

 Banner Forms which may be helpful
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Banner Forms Data Needed Information Provided

FZAGRNT Grant Code (e.g. E5567) PI  name, agency name, project 

start/end date, short and long 

title

FRIPSTG Employee name or UIN All funded grants for an individual 

– lists Grant code and  short title

FTIORGH Org code Name of organizational unit and 

hierarchy

NZIESUM Employee name or  UIN All jobs listed for an individual

NBAJOBS Employee name or UIN Labor distribution per job, labor 

distribution change date

PZAREDS Employee name or  UIN Labor distribution (actual paid) by 

job by pay period



Tips for Success - Preparation
 Sources to obtain information for list

 Kuali-Coeus System / PI Portal (myResearch Portal)

 to obtain copies of initial grant proposal and/or progress reports 
submitted to OSP

 contact your USC to obtain system access

 NIH Commons  

 to obtain copies of initial grant proposal and/or progress reports

 contact ORS to obtain system access 
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Tips for Success - Implementation
As soon as ERS access is available:

 Sort table by Name to confirm that all the names on the list 
are correct (click on “Name” at top of column to sort)

 If incorrect, change the business manager by submitting the 
request in ERS (for one-off changes) and providing applicable 
justification and/or explanation.  For larger changes (e.g., org 
change, you no longer manage a particular org, need access to a 
new org, etc.), submit your request via email to 
gcoeffort@uic.edu.

 Sort table by Certifier to confirm that all the names on the 
list are correct (click on “Certifier” at top of column to sort)

 If incorrect, change the certifier by submitting the request in ERS 
and providing the applicable justification and/or explanation. 72



Tips for Success - Implementation
Review individual reports to determine if any 

grants are managed in a different org

 Contact the org business manager to obtain effort 
information for the grant

 A list of business manager contacts per org is posted on the 
Effort Reporting site (https://ers.gco.ovcr.uic.edu/)
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Tips for Success – Implementation 

Validate IBS (Institutional Base Salary)
 Banner screen PEIESUM

 Banner screen PZAREDS

 Actual pay by job/by fund (including labor re-distributions)

 Webi reports 

 Template instructions & descriptions are available on the 
Effort Reporting web site (reports are posted in EDDIE)

https://ers.gco.ovcr.uic.edu/
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Tips for Success – Implementation 

Remember items NOT included in IBS
 Lump sum incentive pay

(Service plans MSP, DSP, NSP) UIC paid

 Over comp/overload payments UIC paid

 VA hospital/clinic pay non-UIC paid

 Pay from other non-institutional activities

(Consulting, professional society, etc.) non-UIC paid
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Tips for Success – Implementation 
The effort calculator must be used to enter 

effort percentage 

Effort must be calculated for every fund.
 If effort is zero, enter any number of months in the 

“month” column of the calculator (cannot exceed the 
number of appointment months) and enter “0” in the 
percent effort column
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Tips for Success – Implementation 
Any 0% effort must be explained

 Can use either the comment pull down menu 
associated with the fund or the comments field at 
the end of the form

Remember to “save” every time a comment is 
entered in the comments field or a comment is 
selected from the fund pull down comment 
menu
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Use Tools!
Maintain a customized spreadsheet for each PIs 
effort showing each month of the year, the effort on 
each grant and keep it current

Review the reports with PIs before effort 
certification

Use job aids, glossary & FAQs and presentations 
provided by G&C
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Cost Sharing: Committed vs. After the Fact





What are the Compliance Risks Related to 

Effort Reporting?

Improper or inadequate certification of effort can result in the 
following restrictions imposed on the University by the federal 
government:

• Refund of funds to sponsor
• Withholding of future awards
• Special monitoring by sponsor
• Temporary withholding of payments
• Audit findings
• Requirement for corrective action plan
• Designation as a "high risk" organization
• Loss of Expanded Authorities
• Payment of punitive damages



How are Effort Reports Used?

Effort Reports are requested annually for the federal audit  

 Effort Reports are used in the audit process to ensure compliance with 
the level of effort committed in the award document, to identify cost 
shared effort and confirm sponsor salary cap limitation(s) are not 
exceeded.

 Effort reports ensure compliance with OMB A-21 & Uniform 
Guidance requirements to confirm that the distribution of effort 
"represents a reasonable estimate of the work performed by the 
employee during the period.“

 Effort Reports are  also reviewed by:

• Granting Agencies
• Internal Auditors



Compliance Considerations and Justifications

Labor Redistributions 

Salary transfers are to be completed promptly, within 90 days 
of discovery. Transfers made over 90 days from the original 
transaction require additional justifications (signed GC81 form 
with supporting documentation).

 Multiple  labor redistributions are a key indicator of the 
quality and effectiveness of internal controls

 Salary transfers should not be used as a management tool 
nor used for convenience to move funds between budgets

 Salary transfers can be a significant compliance risk



Compliance Considerations and Justifications 

Labor Redistributions 

How to avoid: 

• Review and reconcile budget statements regularly to determine 
required salary distributions changes, detect errors and make 
payroll adjustments to reflect appropriate effort commitments

• As much as possible, avoid labor redistributions when effort has 
previously been certified as correct

• Do not use sponsored budgets as a holding account

• Avoid labor distributions occurring at the end of a grant period 



Questions?? • Call Us!  

• Effort Helpdesk: A central phone number will 
NOT be offered this year; campus must email 
with a call back number.

• Data Preview: September 10 - 24, 2020

• Certification: Anticipate opening late the week 
of October 14, 2020 and will last three weeks.

• Email Us!

• Email: gcoeffort@uic.edu

• Schedule a remote, one-on-one session with us !

• Effort Reporting One-On-One Assistance

(via WebEx) 

• Send an email to gcoeffort@uic.edu to arrange 
a day/time to meet for an hour.

• Made with team based on individual 
availability.

• NOT available Nov. 2-4 (last week)
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